High spatial resolution multi-site EPR oximetry. The use of convolution-based fitting method.
We describe a new method to enhance the spatial resolution of multi-site electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) oximetry. The method is suitable for any shape (density distribution function) of a solid paramagnetic material implanted in tissue. It corrects distortions of lineshapes caused by the gradient and thus overcomes limitations of previous multi-site EPR oximetry methods that restricted the ratio of the particle size to the distance between sites. The new method is based on consecutive applications of magnetic field gradients with the same direction but with a different magnitude and uses a convolution-based fitting algorithm to derive Lorentzian EPR linewidths of each individual peak of the EPR spectrum. The method is applicable for any particulate EPR oxygen sensitive materials whose EPR spectra can be approximated by a Lorentzian function or a superposition of Lorentzian functions. By incorporating this model of the lineshape in the data processing, we are able to decrease significantly the number of parameters needed for the calculations and to recover the oxygen concentration, even from quite noisy spectra. We (i) describe our method and the data-processing algorithm, (ii) demonstrate our approach in model and in vivo experiments, and (iii) discuss the limitations.